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Android 9 htc u11 release date

Shortly after Google released Android 9 Pie in August 2018, HTC carried its fans by revealing a list of devices that would be upgraded to the OS. At that time, the Taiwanese device maker was smart enough to omisde any instances of a release date, of course, to avoid backlash in case of delays. On the initial list of HTC devices to be
upgraded to Pie, the HTC U12+, HTC U11+, HTC U11 and the Android One powered variant of the HTC U11 were Life. Of the four, only the latter managed to receive the Industry before the end of 2018. After months of silence with no Pie updates to show off, owners of the remaining HTC devices were not a happy lot and the company
knew it. To calm them down, HTC took to Twitter to announce that Android Pie will be pushed to the trio in Q2 2019 starting with HTC U11 in late May. Source The update did indeed arrived in late May, but it was only in Taiwan. A few weeks later, the wider deployment of the OS kicked off in the same region only to be halted shortly
afterwards. The current update has been suspended! And have already conveyed the situation to the return of the update, to the internal understanding, please follow later, thank you! Source The company worked out quick fixes and shortly afterwards the HTC U11 Android Pie update resumed what was deployed to the masses. But it was
until early this month that owners of the device in Europe began receiving the OS. Source As of this writing, the update is also available in North America, although it is still limited to Canadian models. The wait for the Industry to arrive in the U.S. is still on, although it should end pretty soon. In India, the second-largest smartphone market
in the world, the story is quite the opposite. Sure, the company has pushed the HTC U11+ Android Pie update into the market, but it doesn't even seem a significant user base has gotten the OTA download. Considering the standard U11 has the knot before the u.11+ in other markets, it's a little weird that Indians still can't install the HTC
U11 Android Pie update, but they can do so in relation to the O11+. But going through HTC India's response when asked about it, it's not limited to the U11. Apparently, the update to Android Pie is available for the HTC U11, HTC U11+ and HTC U12+, but the deployment is staggering. The software is also pushed to the devices based on
regions, so it can explain why only a few units of each device have made the switch to Pie so far. We are currently deploying Android Pie to select U11, U11+ and U12+ devices. Note, the update deployed by country and carrier, and certain regions/carriers can delay the update. We thank you for your patience. Source Source At this point,
there's nothing many owners of any device can do to speed up the deployment. It all hangs of HTC and carriers (in cases where they are involved) to push the updates as soon as possible. As for when your device will get it, your guess is as good as ours. NOTE: For more HTC-related things, see this page. Follow @PiunikaWeb
PiunikaWeb is a uniquely unique focusing primarily on investigative journalism. This means we are doing a lot of hard work to come up with news stories that are either 'exclusive', 'breaking', or 'composed' in the wild. Perhaps this is why our work was chosen by the likes of Forbes, Foxnews, Gizmodo, TechCrunch, Engadget, The Verge,
Macrumors, and more. Take a tour of our website to get a sense of our work. And if you like what we do, stay connected with us on Twitter (@PiunikaWeb) and other social media channels to receive timely updates on stories we publish. Want to work for PiunikaWeb? You'd be happy to know we're hiring. Latest news May 11, 2019: HTC
began rolling out Android 9 Pie to the HTC U11, just as promised. Owners of the U12+ will get it in June while those of the u.11+will get the head on at the end of June 2019. HTC may have a tumultuous time in the smartphone market, but the company isn't giving up yet. The Taiwanese company is only one of the few Android smartphone
vendors who have disclosed their official Android Pie update plans to the public, but there is still some vagueness in terms of the release date. Still, HTC has given us a list of devices that will be upgraded to Android 9 Pie when the time arrives. Given the company's current state in the smartphone industry, it doesn't have a large number of
phones on the market and similarly, there aren't many who will get the Android 9 update from HTC. Related: Device List Device Android Pie Eligibility Expected Release Date HTC U12+ Eligible June 2019 HTC U11+ Eligible June 2019 HTC U11 Eligible Released on May 27, 2019 HTC U11 Life (Android One) Eligible to Be Released on
29 Nov 2018 HTC U11 EYEs eligible Q3 2019 HTC U Ultra Eligible Q3 2019 HTC Desire 12+ Eligible Q4 201 HTC Desire 12 Not Eligible — HTC 10 Not Eligible — HTC Bolt Not Eligible — HTC 10 Evo Not Eligible — HTC 10 Lifestyle Not Eligible — HTC U Play Not Eligible — Expected Release date Pie update available for Android One
HTC U11 Life and standard U11 HTC U11+ and U12+ next in line The update slated for June 2019 HTC revealed a list of devices that will be upgraded to Android Pie. However, by the time the company did not mention the order of the release of the OS to the affected devices, but for obvious reasons we thought the HTC U12+ would lead
the way. How wrong we were! The first HTC device to get Pie was the Android One-powered HTC U11 Life later followed by the standard HTC U11, which set the head by the end of May 2019. The wait for the next device to receive Pie will go all the way to June 2019 - the HTC U12 and HTC U11+. What to expect volumes of
customizations is usually the cause of uproar in the Android custom ROM fraternity, but HTC did stayed outstanding with its minimally tweaked Sense UI. Over the years, the company has made some significant progress in improving the Sense UI and the latest version running on top of Android Oreo is one of the best out there. With HTC
Android 9 update, we expect the UI to get even better as it seems to build on the company's industry-first feature - Edge Sense. Granted, you'll get a Pie update that isn't stocked, but still one of the closest to a stock experience. Of course, all the cool Android 9 Pie features you've probably heard will also be part of this update, among them
app actions and slices, gestures, digital wellness, smart responses, better notification management, and so on. You can check out all the new Android Pie features here. If you're interested, you can also take a quick look at what the future in Android Q. Unofficial Android Pie update As it stands, just four smartphones will be part of HTC
Pie update plans. But as pointed out earlier, owners of the HTC 10 will feel particularly left out given how capable the device still is. Furthermore, the fact that HTC does not have such a large repository for devices to work on for Pie updates has given hope that the 2016 flagship will also receive the update, especially since OnePlus has
just confirmed that the 2016 duo will be upgraded from OnePlus 3 and 3T to Pie. Still, this isn't the end for those whose HTC devices won't receive an official update to Android Pie. With custom ROMs like LineageOS 16, we wouldn't be surprised if the HTC 10 and other devices get Android Pie ports before the end of the year or early
2019. A Treble ROM is already available in the form of Android Pie GSI, and it's basically compatible with all the devices that Project Treble supports. So yes, you can try the Android Pie GSI on these HTC phones: HTC U11 Plus HTC U12 Plus Technically, you can install Android Pie on the O11+and U12+ using the Pie GSI, but it's a
great choice to do so just after you confirm that the ROM works in order. It is not uncommon to see that every device that needs a specific solution to be fully supported by the ROM. You may need to install Google Apps separately using the Android 9 Gapps package. Which HTC device do you own? Does it appear on this list? Let us
know in your comments below. Android-powered smartphone manufactures and sold by HTC HTC U11HTC U11+ HTC U11ManufacturerHTCSloganSqueeze for the Brilliant USeriesHTC UFirst releasedU11: June 2017; 3 years ago (2017-06)O11+: November 2017; 3 years ago (2017-11)PredecessorHTC 10SuccessorHTC U12+
RelatedHTC U Play, HTC U UltraTypeSmartphoneDimensionsU11: 153.9 mm (6.06 in) H 75.9 mm (2.99 in) W 7.9 mm (0.31 in) DU11 +: 1 58.5 mm (6.24 in) H 74.9 mm (2.95 in) W 8.5 mm (0.33 in) DMassU11:169 g (6.0 oz)U11+: 188 g (6.6 oz)Operating SystemU11: Android 7.1 Nougat with HTC Sense 9.0; Android 8.0 Oreo with HTC
Sense 9.0 (without Treble); [1] Android 9.0 PieU11+: Android 8.0 Oreo (with Treble); [1] Android 9.0 Pie System on chipQualcomm Snapdragon 835CPUOcta-core (4×2.45 GHz &amp; 4×1.9 GHz) KryoGPUAdreno 540Memory4 or 6 GB LPDDR4X RAMStorage64 or 128 GBRemovable storagemicroSD to 2 TBBatteryU11: mAh Li-ionU11
+: 3,930 mAh Li-ionData insetteCapacitive touch screen Edge SenseDisplayU11: SenseDisplayU11: in (140 mm) Super LCD5 capacitive touchscreen with Corning Gorilla Glass 5, 2560×1440 resolution (~534 ppi pixel density)U11+: 6 in (150 mm) Super LCD6 capacitive touchscreen with Corning Gorilla Glass 5, 2880×1440 resolution
(~538 ppi pixel density)Rear camera12 MP (1.4 μm), f/1.7, OIS, UltraSpeed[clarification needed] autofocus, dual-LED (dual tone) flash, geo-tagging, touch focus, face detection, auto-HDR, panoramaFront cameraU11: 16 MP, 1080p, auto-HDRU11+: 8 MP, 1080p, auto-HDRSoundHTC BoomSound Hi-Fi edition speakersHTC USonic with
Active Noise Cancellation3D Audio recording with 4 microphonesHi-Res audio stereo recordingHi-Res audio certifiedConnectivityWi-Fi: 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band, Wi-Fi Direct, DLNA, hotspotBluetooth: v4.2, A2DP, LEGPS: Yes, with A-GPS, GLONASS, BDSNFC: Yes USB: v3.1, Type-C 1.0 reversible connectorOtherU11: IP67
protectionU11+: IP68 protectionWebsiteOfficial websiteReferencessources The HTC U11 is an Android smartphone manufactured and sold by HTC as part of the HTC U series. It was announced on May 16, 2017 and succeeds the HTC 10 smartphone. In the United States, the HTC U11's major carrier is Sprint; however, it is also
compatible with unlocked carriers, such as AT&amp;amp; T, T-Mobile and Verizon. On May 23, 2018, HTC hosted its successor, the HTC U12+. Specifications Hardware The HTC U11 has a glass of unibody-like design with an aluminum frame that includes pressure sensitive points for implementing HTC Edge Sense. This enables users
to control or navigate multiple functions by pressing the edges of the metal frame. It is equipped with a 5.5-inch Super LCD 5 Quad HD (2560×1440 pixels) display. The front glass is made of Corning Gorilla Glass 5 while the rear glass uses Gorilla Glass 3. HTC U11 features a 3000 mAh battery with Quick Charge 3.0. The rear camera is
a 12 megapixels sensor with 1.4 μm pixels and a f/1.7 aperture; it also includes EIA and Ultraspeed[explanation needed] Autofocus. The front camera is a 16 megapixels sensor with a f/2.0 aperture and includes EIS. The HTC U11 has 4 microphones for 24-bit 360-degree audio recording. It also needs HTC BoomSound Hi-Fi
edition[explanation] stereo speakers where the headphone serves as the tweeter while the lower fire speaker serves as the woofer. Dust and water resistance is included in an IP67 certification. [2] The telephone ships with the Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 chipset and include either 4 GB of RAM and 64 GB of storage or 6 GB of RAM and
128 GB of storage. [3] Software The HTC U11 ships with Android 7.1 Nougat with an overlay of HTC Sense UI. HTC also currently deploys Android 8.0 Oreo (without the Treble feature for device independent system updates)[1] updates for the phone via OTA. Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa and Baidu Duer (China only)[4] are pre-
installed. Alexa first became available on July 17, 2017. [2] HTC Sense Companion is installed to make personal suggestions by learning from routines and suggestions based on the Location. [3] Sales On June 15, 2017, Chang Chia-lin, the president of HTC's smartphone and connected device division, said that the HTC sold U11 better
than its predecessors, the HTC One M9 and the HTC 10. [5] HTC U11 + HTC U11 +HTC unveils an upgraded version of the U11, the U11+, on November 2, 2017. It features a 6-inch 2:1 display (marketed as 18:9) with thinner bezels, a larger battery, a rear-mounted fingerprint reader, IP68 cert for dust and water resistance, and is pre-
loaded with Android 8.0 Oreo. The Verge reported via internal sources that the U11+ had previously been developed as a sequel to the original Pixel XL smartphone HTC had developed with Google, under the codename Muskie, but that in favor of a version produced by LG, it was shelved under the codename Muskie, and re-designed in
an update to the U11. [6] HTC U11 Life The U11 Life is a T-Mobile exclusive smartphone unveiled on the same day by HTC along with the O11+ on the same day. It features a 5.2-inch display, IP67 certification for water and dust resistance, a 73 hour battery life, and is also shipped with Android 8.0 Oreo. Unlike the U11+, the U11 Life
has a smaller display and comes shipping with the 4th Generation Android One platform, which it joined on September 13, 2017. References^ a b c Here are all the phones updated to support Project Treble ^ a b Phonearena. In 1994, The Volksblad said: HTC U11 | HTC UK. HTC. Retrieved 2017-05-16. ^ HTC U11 enjoys strong sales.
Focus Taiwan. Central News Agency. Retrieved 18 June 2017. ^ The HTC O11 Plus was originally intended to be the Google Pixel 2 XL. The edge. Retrieved 2017-11-02. ^ HTC U11 Plus announced: small bezels and large battery improved on an already large phone. The edge. Retrieved 2017-11-02. Retrieved from
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